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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an 
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States 
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees, 
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or 
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or 
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein 
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States 
Government or any agency thereof. 
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Re~ctor Model 

The model which is under consideration is the following: 

Reactor diameter 

Power level 

Temperature 

Thiclmess ·of ixw.er eore tank 
(stainless.st~el) 

Thickness of borated water 
thermal shielding 

Temperature of thermal shield 

Pressure of thermal shield 

Thickness of pressure shell 
(carbon steel) 

Outside diameter of pressure vessel 

Neutr9n current into coret~ thermal* 
:fast 

Gamma CUrrent into core tank, ·6 Mev** 
2 .. 5 Mev 

1 Mev 

-M· Haubenreich 

** Chapman 

co 

·6 fto IoDo 

15 k:w/liter 

250 °C 

1000 paio 

llo5 cmo (4 .. 53") 

250 °c 

1000 psi .. 

7o4 fto 

2 .. i x 1o12 /cm2 sec .. 
1 .. 92 x lol2/cm2 sec .. 

8.16 x lollfcm2. sec.; 
5 .. 41 x lol2jcm2 sec~ 
3~57 x 1012/cmF sec .. 

.. 
t .. 
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Physical and Nuclear Properties 

The following physical properties of steel and water at 250°C were assumed: 

Carbon steel, modulus of elasticity, E 
coefficient of thermal expansion, a 
thermal conductivity, k 
;E>oisson's ratio, V 
density 

H20, · densl ty 

30 x 1o6lsi. 
6~1 x 10 ;or. 

. L 5 X 1012 Mev I sec 0 em. or· 
0.3 
7~98 g./c.c. 
o.8 ·g./c.c. 

The folloying nuclear properties of stainless steel at 250°0 were assumed*: 

macroscopic absorption cross~section, ~ 0~183/cm. 
diffusion coefficient of thermal neutron, I> 0~324 em. 
inverse diffusion length, thermal, >f Oo752/cm. 

The following gamma cross-sections,)(._ , were assumed for steel and· water at 

25ooc, after .correction for multiple scattering by divi<U.ng the true cross-sections 

by 1.2: 

Calculations 

I . 

\ 
Ga.ma Energy, Mev 

7 
6 
2.5 
l 

for steel, cm·l 

0.201 
Oo205 
0.246 
0•390 

I. Ga.ma Source in stainless Steel Core Tank 

for water, cm-1 

0~0168 
0.0181 
0.0292 
0.0471 

. _,~ 2 
The thermal neutron current into the core tank, 2.1 x 1~/cm sec., 

results in the production of 7 Mev .gammas from neutron absorption in 

stainless steel. Considering slab geomet17 fo:r the thin tank, and also 

*Haubei).reich 
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assuming the borated water black to ne~trons, .the flux distribution 

in the stainless steel can be expressed: 

<P = a sinh~ x 

where f> is thermal flux, neu~/sec.cm~2 

a is a constant 

x is thickness~ em .. 

-~ is inverse di:ff'Usion length:, em. •1 

(1) 

Differentiating equation ( 1), and Jllll,.tiplyiP$ by D, (diffusion coefficient 

in stainless steel): 

D tf- = D ;f. a_ cosh ~--x ~ leakage current (2) 

Assuming an extrapolation distance c;>n the bore.ted· water side of' 2.31 D, or 

· 0.69 Cmo 1 the flUX Can be expressed by SOlVing equatiO~ ( 2) fOr ao 

1' =. 2.4 X 1012 sinh Oo 752 X (3) 

~ere X is thickness measured fiDOlll the extrapol&tion distance. I The 

corresponding g8.mrDa p~duction, Z-.,.t(> , is: 

'Z-...cf> = 4.39" X 1011 sinh o .. 752x 7'S/cr;43Se(:. ( 4) 

Integrated ~ production in the stainless steel is -1.43 x lol2/cm2sec • 

. A simplifying assumption is nov mad.e, that the gaiiiii&S all originate 

at the midpoint of the tank vall and half of them fly out toward the 

borated water. This as~ion is basically pessimistic because the 

average gamma is produced closer to the reactor than the midpoin:t_ of the 

core tank wall. After correcting for abso~ion in stainless' steel, the 

7 Mev gamma current into the borated water is 5~9 x loll/cm2sec. 

') 

:SEJJRijil' :;==,~ ' 
:Jm1 :tJR_I'''f DfE.OBfJATION 

~-
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II. Gai!liliB. Current into the Pressure Vessel 

III. 

Gamma leakage from the reactor must pass through 1.905 em. of 

stainless steel and 11.5 am. of water before the gammas enter the 

pressur~ vessel. An additional attenuation is caused by the increase 

in area as gammas travel outward in spherical geometry. Expressed 

mathematicaJ.ly: 

Jl = Jo e ,t.(Fe :JFe eMH20 xll20 Ao 
. A 

1 

J is gamma current, in gammas/cm2sec. 

x. is thickn~ss, em. 

),(_ is gamma cross-section, cm-1 

A is area, cm2 . 

( 5) 

Subscripts o, 1 refer to inner wall of core :tank and inner wall 
of pressure shell, respectively. 

The gamma .currents computed by equation (5) are: 

Gamma. Energy Current, J 1 Energy Current at Pressure 
Mev per cm2 sec. Shell, Ji Mev./CJ!i!.sec. 

7 3o63.X lOll 2.54 x 1012 

6 3o33 X loll 2.00 X 1012 

2.5 1.80 X 1012 4.50 ~ lol2 

1 7•37 X lOll 7·37 x 1o11 

Neutron Leakage into the Pressure Vessel 

It is assumed that boron will reduce the thermal flux to a negligible 

level. The fast flux will also be attenuated to some extent in the H~. 

598 6 
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Thermal stress caused by fast neutrons has been f'c;mnd to be s~ by 

Chapman, and it is neglected here.· 

Thermal stress in the Pressure Shell 

The heating source for gammas of' a particular energy is; 
\ . . 

Meir _ ~~ J ' -..u.x --,, le 
cm3 . 

where x is distance from inner face of' pressure vessel, em. 

F.or convenie~ce, the total heating at all eiler~ies is denoted by 

Z ,/I( J{ · e-~ x. 

(6) 

The source term is equated ~ the b'~t leakage 1n sl&b geometry: 

Z ){ J' ee. M X= - k .· da.r (7) 
. 1 mr.2· 

where· T is teDq>erature in 'To and k thermal co~~ivity in Mev .. /sec. em. O:F. 

Integrating equation (7) 1 

(8) 

( 9) 

Integrating equation (9) to S()lve tor average te~rature in the shell, 

·-. 

where X is total thiclmess ot the :Pressure shell, em. 

c1 and c2 are constants dependinS on 'bou.l1daz7 conditions. 

Tav is the average teuwerature ot the shell, G:F. 

' .598 7 
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The maximum thermal tensile stress occur~ at the minimum 

temperature. The stress, in slab geometey, is: 

aE 
'--:1~---v:-- (Tav-T) 

where is thermal stress, psi. 

a is coefficient of thermal expansion, ~-1 

E is elastic modulus, psio 

' \1 is Poisson.' s ratio 

IV A.. Thermal Stess, . Qutside lD8Ulated 

(11) 

For the oaae of thermal insulation on the outside ot the pressure . . .. .. . .• 

shell, the boundar7 cond1t1cma on equation (8) and (9) are: 

dT . 
k ,.;__ = 0 when x .= X = 8 em. ax . . ... 

T = 0 at· x = 0 (datum temperatUre) .. 

SUQstituting the~ conditions, the gamDia energ- current's of 

section II, and the gauaa cross-sectio~: illto e~tio)lS (8) 8.nd (9), 

(12) 

(13) 

C1 =. - lo555 X 1012 and C2 = 4.26 X lol3. F~ equation (10), Tav = llol4 . 

F0 and f~ equation (ll), the thermal stress is 31 200 psi .• at the inside 

edge ot the p:ress"Q.re shell, where T = o. ·This stress ~s proportional. to 

power level of the reactor. 

IV B. Thermal. Stress, Outside Wall Cooled to Temperature ot Inside Wall . 

In this ease,. the bounclary. conditions are: 

T=Oatx=OJ T=Oatx=8 (14) 

SUbstituting both 'bow14a!7 CODClit~ons into e_quation (9), c1 =--4.44 x 1ol2 

and C2 = 4 .. 26 x lol3. Tav = 3.44 J.i'O. and the~. stress at the inside 

wall is 990 psi. 

598 8 
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v. . Pressure Stress in Pressure Shell 

The thin sphere formula, 

6 =...E._' . 2X . (15) 

where p = internal pressure, psi. 

r = inside radius af sphere,. em. 

· X = , sphere tllic~ess, em. 
'~ 

is used. to PI-edict a presa:mre stress of 6560 psi. 

Results and conclusions 

. The table below lists ~e. total a:tresa as a function of the power density. 

for the tWo systems considered. 
. . " 
Power Density 

kw/liter · 

15 
30 
45 
60 
75 

~ stress, psi. 
OUtside. Insulated Outside Cooled 

7,550 
8,540 
9,530 

10,520 
11,510 

The results indicate tha~ borated water·ean serve as thermal shielding. 

The ~vantages ot bo~n over the present st~l shielding are: 

1. The mecllanical complicatiOllS of the ~nat8d steel thel'lllal. ·shield 

are eliminated, although there remains the complication ot ~ inner 

stainless eore tank and an outer pressure. shell. 

2. Induced activity in the steel pressure shell would be cut down . , . 

considerably by reducing the thermal flux. 

~= 
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3. The shielding requirements for the reactor might he lowered

somewhat by the reduced sources of thermal neutrons and 7 Mev

gammas.

It is likely that a soluble boron compound which is noncorrosive can

be found. Borates are sometimes used as corrosion inhibitors in steam plants.

The results 6how that cooling of the outside wall is extremely effective

in reducing thermal stress. This has application to any design for thermal

shielding.

Cooling of the outside wall can be accomplished with cooling coils circu

lating borated water, or with air circulation.

mt Spiewak

IS;gd
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